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Abstract— Steve Mann is measured as the priest of Sixth 

Sense Technology who made wearable computer in 1990.  In 

this paper I have studied on the new technology named sixth 

sense technology & its various applications and security 

threats. It’s a new technology that provides consumer with 

the digital in order of the corporeal world approximately him 

just with a number of its wearable interfaces. In actual life 

persons build use of their five usual senses to make 

judgments, decisions or to get proceedings based on what 

they observe, or move toward crossways, etc. With the assist 

of these latest natural technology one can timepiece videos, 

shift data, admittance things with no any make use of 

keyboards, mouse etc. One can converse with just utilize of 

their hand gestures. The Sixth Sense ‘An Extrasensory 

Perception’ has turned into the innovative called ‘The Sixth 

Sense Technology’ which has appeared in modest years. We 

all have evolved over millions of years to sense the world 

around us. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'Sixth Sense' is a wearable gestural boundary that augments 

the substantial planet around us with digital in order and lets 

us utilize usual hand gestures to interrelate with that 

information. [4] The airplane external is used as an 

boundary to interrelate by the sixth sense device. 

Paraphernalia like projector, camera, mirror, colored caps, 

and mobile are used to create a sixth sense device. With the 

assist of this equipment’s we can work together with the 

corporeal world by the digital information. Sixth sense 

mechanism projects what we see with the assist of camera 

and projector. It lets us interrelate by means of this in order 

with the assist of hand gestures. [1]  

 
Fig. 1: Human Senses 

The software processes the captured information 

and paths the place of colored markers. Even though the 

falling amount of computing devices permits us to take 

computers in our pockets, observance we incessantly 

associated with the digital world. There survive no middle 

link between our digital diplomacy and our connections with 

the corporal world. Information is restricted conventionally 

on paper or digitally on a monitor. Sixth Sense Device 

attach this slit, transporting insubstantial, digital information 

absent into the touchable world, and permitting us to 

interrelate with this information using natural hand gestures. 

‘Sixth Sense’ frees information from its limits by flawlessly 

put together it with realism, and thus creation the whole 

world your computer. Sixth Sense permit public to utilize 

internet with no a computer screen or a keyboard it really 

acts itself as a computer and is associated to cloud. It has 

twisted any exterior into a touch screen. [3] 

II. HISTORY 

Pranav Mistry, of Indian source, a PhD learner in Fluid 

Interfaces Group at the MIT Media Lab is the organizer at 

the back the Sixth Sense technology.[1] Pranav was 

enthused by the cinema like “Robocop” and “Minority 

Report” which enthused him to produce his vision of a 

planet not conquered by the computers; person robots and 

digital in order quite construct a technology with person 

gestures which is moveable sufficient to take and to craft the 

world additional interactive and workflow greatly simpler. 

Sixth Sense will permit us to interrelate with the world 

similar to by no means before. We can obtain any in 

sequence wherever inside hardly any seconds and that took 

on a novel height devoid of any display or computer 

hardware machinery. On huge fraction of the apparatus is its 

capability to examine entities or public and development out 

information concerning what you are appear for. The Sixth 

Sense technology was urbanized at media labs in MIT and 

named as Wear Your World (WUW). [1] 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Sixth Sense apparatus are prepared of camera, speech IC, 

mirror, wearable projector, mobile device. It proceeds as a 

computer and the in order is accumulated on the net, is 

associated to cloud. 

There are three ways for speech recognition and 

language understanding.[4]  

1) Multipurpose processors intended for embedded 

applications.  

2) Customized integrated circuits for speech recognition 

and language understanding.  

3) Implementing speech recognition and language 

understanding as part of larger integrated circuit in the 

device.  

Projector and camera are coupled to the mobile 

with the assist of Bluetooth. Projector schemes what we 

observe on to the surface similar to partition, etc. hands over 

signal are imprisoned by the camera. The position of the 

touching colored caps which are on the handle instructions 
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is arrest. Acknowledgment is completed by Computer 

Vision Technique. These gestures take action as effort to 

submission which is predictable by the projector. The 

projector projects on an exterior. This exterior can be 

partition, bench or still your hand. [2] 

 
Fig. 2: Working Principle of Sixth Sense 

 
Fig. 3: The Sixth Sense Device 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

The Sixth Sense example implements numerous applications 

that show the helpfulness, feasibility and suppleness of the 

system. The Sixth Sense device has an enormous numeral of 

applications. The following are some of the applications of 

Sixth Sense Technology. 

A. Make a call 

This expertise allows the consumer to call with no using the 

dialer. The dialer will be predictable as soon as client brings 

the palm in face of the machine. The consumer does not 

require a mobile phone to create the call quite the near 

keypad it predictable on the palm. 

B. Call up a map 

The sixth sense also equipment map which lets the 

consumer show the map on any corporeal exterior and 

discover his purpose and he can employ his thumbs and 

index fingers to steer the map, for example, to whiz in and 

out and do extra controls. 

C. Get Flight revise 

The device can also inform the consumer whether the air 

travel is late or is on time by looking at the ticket. 

D. The Clock 

The consumer just requires creation a gesture of a circle on 

the wrist and the timepiece with existing time will be 

predictable on the consumer’s hand. 

E. 3D Picture Application 

The drawing function of this device lets the customer sketch 

on any surface by tracking the instructions actions of the 

user’s index finger. 

F.  Capture Photo 

By fingers the customer can imprison photos and no require 

carrying an additional gadget. The box shaped by fingers 

does something as a border. These pictures can be shortened 

also or communal with people. 

G.  Information of Book 

For book fans it had showed to be an approval as you just 

open any book and find the ratings of the book also go to 

any page and obtain extra information. Similarly, we can 

discover information about any invention also. 

H. Video Newspapers 

This device also distinguishes editorials in the newspaper 

recover the newest related stories or video brook from the 

internet and then exhibit them on pages for customer. It had 

said valediction to “vocabulary and index.” 

I. Zooming Features 

The consumer can zoom in or zoom out by means of 

instinctive hand actions. [1][2] 

 
Fig. 4: Sixth Sense Technology Applications 

V. CONCLUSION 

This technology is urbanized to incorporate the physical 

world with the digital information. This technology will 

transport a radical modification to science and technology. It 
can add a simple manage over machineries and equipment’s 

in business. Hence, it can assist in enrooting assorted 

applications for diverse developers and engineers winning 

how they visualize, innovate, what’s their requirement and 

how they wish for. 
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